The essays explore myth in all its dimensions: its history; its influence on art, literature, and culture; and its role in everyday life. This second volume of Campbell's essays (following The Flight of the Wild Gander) brings together his uncollected writings from 1959 to 1987. Written at the height of Campbell's career—and showcasing the lively intelligence that made him the twentieth century's premier writer on mythology—these essays investigate the profound links between myth, the individual, and societies ancient and contemporary. Selected Essays 1959-1987. Click here for an excerpt. Update Required To play the media you will need to either update your browser to a recent version or update your Flash plugin. The essays explore myth in all its dimensions: its history; its influence on art, literature, and culture; and its role in everyday life. This second volume of Campbell's essays (following The Flight of the Wild Gander) brings together his uncollected writings from 1959 to 1987. In this book, as in his other work, Campbell displays his immense learning, drawing evidence to support his case from virtually every branch of human knowledge. The New York Times Book Review. The Mythic Dimension book. Read 11 reviews from the world's largest community for readers. In these pages, the Collected Works of Joseph Campbell presents... This second volume of Campbell's essays (following Flight of the Wild Gander) brings together uncollected writings from 1959 to 1987. In these pages, the Collected Works of Joseph Campbell presents twelve eclectic, far-ranging and brilliant essays exploring myth in all its dimensions: its history; its influence on art, literature, and culture; and its role in everyday life. This second volume of Campbell's essays (following Flight of the Wild Gander) brings together uncollected writings from 1959 to 1987.